
Chapter 14
Astrocytic Ion Dynamics: Implications
for Potassium Buffering and Liquid Flow
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Gaute T. Einevoll

Abstract Wereviewmodellingof astrocyte iondynamicswith a specific focus on the
implications of so-called spatial potassium buffering where excess potassium in the
extracellular space (ECS) is transported away to prevent pathological neural spiking.
The recently introduced Kirchhoff–Nernst–Planck (KNP) scheme for modelling ion
dynamics in astrocytes (and brain tissue in general) is outlined and used to study
such spatial buffering. We next describe how the ion dynamics of astrocytes may
regulate microscopic liquid flow by osmotic effects and how such microscopic flow
can be linked to whole-brain macroscopic flow. We thus describe key elements in a
putative multiscale theory with astrocytes linking neural activity on a microscopic
scale to macroscopic fluid flow.
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14.1 Introduction

Brain function is fundamentally about movement of ions and molecules. When mod-
elling neuronal dynamics, it is common to neglect the dynamics of individual ion
species and rather just simulate the net electrical currents and resulting changes in
membrane potentials. The justification is that on the typical timescale of neural inte-
gration (milliseconds), the concentrations of the major charge carriers in brain tissue
(i.e. Na+, K+, Cl−, ...) vary little. For astrocytic dynamics, the situation is differ-
ent. For one, the typical timescale for astrocytic membrane processes is longer, i.e.
seconds rather than milliseconds, so that the fixed ion concentration assumption is a
priori more dubious. Further, many key astrocytic functions are related just to their
responses to shifts in extracellular ion concentrations (Wang and Bordey 2008).

As discussed in Chaps. 1 and 12, astrocytes have several homeostatic functions
in the brain. They provide metabolic support for neurons, synthesize extracellular
matrix proteins, adhesion molecules and trophic factors controlling neuronal mat-
uration, are involved in the formation of blood vessels and in maintenance of the
blood-brain barrier and maintain the ECS via uptake of K+ and neurotransmitters
(Wang and Bordey 2008). In the present chapter, we describe theoretical frameworks
for modelling astrocytic ion concentration dynamics, with particular focus on K+
clearance mechanisms, and possible consequences for microscopic liquid flow in the
brain.

When neurons fire action potentials (APs), they absorb Na+ and expel K+ from/to
the ECS. At low to moderate firing frequencies, the time interval between two APs
is sufficient for neuronal Na+ –K+ pumps to restore the baseline levels of Na+ and
K+. Ion concentrations then remain essentially constant over time (Somjen 2004).
However, during periods of intense neural signalling, the neuronal ion pumpsmay fail
to keep up, andECS ion concentrations can change significantly (Frankenhaeuser and
Hodgkin 1956; Cordingley and Somjen 1978; Dietzel et al. 1989; Gardner-Medwin
1983; Chen and Nicholson 2000; Haj-Yasein et al. 2014). The most critical effects of
this relate to changes in the K+-concentration in the ECS, which can increase from
a relatively low baseline level of around 3 mM up to levels between 8 and 12 mM
during non-pathological conditions (Hertz et al. 2013; Chen and Nicholson 2000;
Newman et al. 1993). Increases beyond this can occur under pathological conditions
such as hypoxia, anoxia, ischaemia epilepsy and spreading depression (Syková and
Nicholson 2008; Enger et al. 2015; Park and Durand 2006; Florence et al. 2009).
During spreading depression, K+-concentrations in the ECS can become as high as
60 mM (Somjen 2001).

Astrocytes have several membrane mechanisms for local uptake of excess K+
(Orkand et al. 1966; Lux et al. 1986; Somjen 2004; Gardner-Medwin 1983; Newman
et al. 1993; Chen andNicholson 2000;Wang and Bordey 2008; Øyehaug et al. 2012).
They are therefore likely to play a role in pathological conditions related to ion
dynamics in the ECS, and evidence suggests that changes in astrocytic function are
implicated in spreading depression, epilepsy and ischaemia (De Keyser et al. 2008;
Nedergaard and Dirnagl 2005). In Sect. 14.2, we briefly review some modelling
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Fig. 14.1 Changes in extracellular K+concentration, extracellular glutamate and extracellu-
lar potential (DC) during cortical spreading depression. Left The green fluorescent tracer shows
the extracellular glutamate wave, which travels with a speed of 50 mm/s. The dashed white lines
indicate the positioning of the recording electrodes, while the solid white line shows the region of
interest (ROI) for glutamate. Right The glutamate signal within the ROI ([Glu+]e, upper), extra-
cellular potential (DC, middle) and extracellular K+ concentration ([K+]e, lower), all as functions
of time. The figure is modified from Fig. 4 in Enger et al. (2015)

works that have investigated the relationship between astrocytic regulation of ECS
K+ and neuronal firing patterns.

Increases in the ECS K+-concentration are often accompanied by a slow negative
shift in the ECS potential. These potential shifts can be on the order of a fewmillivolts
(Syková and Nicholson 2008; Kríz et al. 1975; Lothman and Somjen 1975; Dietzel
et al. 1989; Cordingley and Somjen 1978). Figure 14.1 shows an extreme example
from an experiment on cortical spreading depression, where a K+-concentration shift
of 20–30mMwas accompanied by a 5–10mV shift in the ECS potential (Enger et al.
2015). It has been argued that this link between sustained potentials and the ECS
K+ concentration is the signature of glial K+ buffering currents (Dietzel et al. 1989).
In addition to local uptake and storage in astrocytes (Dietzel et al. 1989; Coles and
Orkand 1986), clearance of excess K+ from local high-concentration regions may
occur by transport through the ECS (Nicholson et al. 2000) and by a process coined
spatial K+ buffering, where astrocytes take up K+ from high-concentration regions,
transport it intracellularly and release it in regions where the ECS concentration is
lower (Orkand et al. 1966; Gardner-Medwin 1983; Newman et al. 1993; Chen and
Nicholson 2000; Halnes et al. 2013). As astrocytes often are interconnected by gap
junctions into a syncytium, intracellular transport can in principle occur over quite
large distances and via several cells (Chen and Nicholson 2000). The relative impor-
tance of these different clearancemechanisms is under debate (Macaulay andZeuthen
2012). As these processes involve variations in both ionic concentrations and electri-
cal potentials, ionic transports may be propelled both by voltage and concentration
gradients (Kofuji and Newman 2004). In Sect. 14.3, we explore spatial K+ buffering
in detail and present a recently developed biophysical modelling formalism for sim-
ulating electrodiffusive processes—the Kirchhoff–Nernst–Planck (KNP) scheme.

Changes in ionic concentrations will also induce osmotic pressures, which may
lead to water uptake, astrocyte swelling and microscopic liquid flow in the brain
(Østby et al. 2009; Øyehaug et al. 2012). A complete modelling framework that
combines spatial K+ buffering processes with processes related to water flows is
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currently lacking, but in Sect. 14.4.2 we review the theoretical foundation that such
a framework would need to be based on.

14.2 Influence of Glial K+ Buffering on Neuronal Activity

The effect of ion concentration shifts on neuronal activity can, to a larger extent, be
explained by its impact on the reversal potential ek of an ion species k:

ek = ψ

zk
log([k]E/[k]I ). (14.1)

As Eq. 14.1 shows, the reversal potential depends on the ion concentrations on the
outside ([k]E) and inside ([k]I ) of themembrane (zk is the valence of ion species k, and
ψ = RT/F where R is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature and F Faraday’s
constant). For example, when K+ accumulates in the ECS, the K+ reversal potential
will increase. As a consequence, neuronswill become depolarized and brought closer
to their firing threshold, which in turn may lead to enhanced neuronal activity and
to further increases in

[
K+]

E . Computational models that study disorders related to
extracellular K+ are many (see, e.g., Øyehaug et al. 2012; Ullah and Schiff 2009;
Hübel and Dahlem 2014; Kager et al. 2000, 2006; Cressman et al. 2009; Florence
et al. 2009; Park andDurand2006; Somjen et al. 2008; Sibille et al. 2015). Figure 14.2
shows an example from a previous modelling study where we explored the positive
feedback loop described above (Øyehaug et al. 2012). The model used in (Øyehaug
et al. 2012) combined a Hodgkin–Huxley-type neuron model (Kager et al. 2000)
with a detailed model of glial membrane ion and water transport (Østby et al. 2009).

Figure 14.2a, b shows the results of two numerical simulations of the neuron–
glia model when the neuron was stimulated by electrical currents of different
durations and magnitudes. Elevated levels of

[
K+]

E
were observed with both the

briefest current stimulation (Fig. 14.2a) and a longer and stronger current stimula-
tion (Fig. 14.2b). However, in terms of the resulting spiking patterns, the difference
was striking: with the briefest stimulation, the neuron fired several APs after the stim-
ulation had ceased, and then returned to the resting state. By contrast, the larger and
longer stimulus drove the neuron into a deactivated state where the neuron lingered
at a depolarized level with a nonzero K+-efflux. In this case,

[
K+]

E reached very
high levels (Fig. 14.2b, inset). The behaviour encountered in the former situation
is referred to as spontaneous discharge, while the latter situation is referred to as
depolarization block.

Whereas Fig. 14.2a and b illustrate the interplay between neuronal activity and[
K+]

E , Fig. 14.2c shows more directly the effect that astrocytes may have on neuro-
dynamics. Here, the neuron received no external input. When the astrocyte had the
default parametrization,

[
K+]

E was maintained at a low level, and the neuron was at
rest (red lines). However, when we modelled astrocytic dysfunction as a reduction
in the astrocyte’s Na+/K+-pump rate,

[
K+]

E increased and drove the neuron into
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Fig. 14.2 Dynamical repertoire of neuron–glia model. The model (Øyehaug et al. 2012) included
voltage-gated sodium and potassium channels and the NaKATPase pump in the neuronal membrane
(followingKager et al. (2000)), and sodium, potassium and chloride channels, aswell as theNaKAT-
Pase pump, the NKCC1 and NBC cotransporters and water channels in the glial membrane (Østby
et al. 2009). To ensure charge neutrality of the ECS, the assumption was made that the amounts
of sodium and potassium crossing the neuronal membrane were identical so that the cation current
was exactly zero. a, b Dynamics of neuronal membrane potential Vm (top) and

[
K+]

E (bottom)
when the neuron was stimulated (a) with a short pulse of relatively small magnitude and (b) with a
longer pulse of larger magnitude (inset in (b) shows long-time dynamics). c Dynamics of neuronal
membrane potential Vm (top) and

[
K+]

E (bottom) compared to resting conditions (red lines) in the
absence of stimulation with a reduction of the maximum rate of the glial sodium–potassium pump
by a factor 0.62, see (Øyehaug et al. 2012) for details

periodic bursting. This bursting behaviour, also encountered in another model of
neuron–glia interaction (Cressman et al. 2009), was previously observed in exper-
iments and has been interpreted as relevant to some types of epilepsy (Jensen and
Yaari 1997; Ziburkus et al. 2006). Further, in human epilepsy patients it has been
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found that the overall activity of NaKATPase is reduced (Grisar et al. 1992), con-
sistent with the results in Fig. 14.2, showing that neurons are more likely to fire
spontaneous discharges, go into depolarization block or display bursting behaviour
when the glial sodium–potassium pump rate was reduced.

Figure 14.2 just showed a few illustrative examples on how K+ buffering can
be relevant for neurodynamics. For a more thorough analysis of this, we refer to the
original publication (Øyehaug et al. 2012), where we presented a bifurcation analysis
that systematically mapped out how different neuronal firing states depended on
variations in selectedmodel parameters. In the following, we direct our focus towards
the main topic of this chapter, i.e. on the glial K+ buffering process as such.

14.3 An Electrodiffusive Model of Spatial K+ Buffering
by Astrocytes

Unlike neurons, glial cells are not predominantly driven by synaptic input and do
not produce fast unitary events such as action potentials. To a large extent, astro-
cytic membrane dynamics appears rather to be driven by slow variations in ECS
ion concentrations and voltage differences between the ECS and the intracellular
astrocytic space. Astrocyte resting membrane potentials have been reported to be
heterogeneous, in part because of the heterogeneity in K+ conductance (Verkhratsky
and Butt 2013; Zhang and Barres 2010). However, as a tentative approximation, we
assume that all astrocytes within a (relatively large) spatial region receive roughly
the same input and perform roughly the same processing, and can be collapsed into
a single astrocyte domain, representing the mass average astrocytic response (this
assumption was motivated previously (Gardner-Medwin 1983; Chen and Nichol-
son 2000; Halnes et al. 2013). Furthermore, astrocytes are often coupled with gap
junctions, allowing intracellular ionic transports over larger distances through a syn-
cytium of many interconnected cells (Chen and Nicholson 2000; Enger et al. 2015).
Intracellular transports in the astrocyte domain are therefore conceptually similar to
ECS transports and not limited by the spatial extension of a single cell.

A framework formodelling long-term astrocytic processing on an extended spatial
scale is summarized in Fig. 14.3. As argued above, transport processes through the
ECS and the astrocytic syncytium (panel A) can be described by a simplified two-
domain model (panel B), which includes an ECS domain and an astrocyte domain
that exchange ions via typical astrocytic membrane mechanisms. In this aspect, the
astrocyte modelling framework is simpler than computational neural models, which
are often described with a high degree of spatial specificity. However, in the spatial
K+ buffering model, axial fluxes in the ECS or inside the astrocyte must be described
by theNernst–Planck equations for electrodiffusion (see Sect. 14.3.1). Then, not only
electrical currents but also ion concentration dynamics are explicitly modelled. In
this aspect, the astrocyte modelling framework is more complex than computational
neural models.
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Fig. 14.3 A two-domain model for ion concentration dynamics in astrocytes and extracellular
space when macroscopic transport is essentially one-dimensional. a A piece of brain tissue with
cross-sectional area Aref and an arbitrary extension l in the x-direction. Tissue astrocytes (dark grey)
participate in the transport process, and other cells do not (light grey). b The interior of all astrocytes
represented as a single domain (essentially an equivalent cylindrical cable coated by ECS), where
all parts of all astrocytes at a given location x are assumed to undergo the same activity. Here, aI and
aE are, respectively, the fractions of Aref occupied by astrocytes and the ECS. Due to the presence of
other cells (non-participatory),wegenerally have thataI + aE < 1.The astrocyte domain exchanges
ions with the ECS via astrocytic membrane mechanisms. Axial transport processes in the ECS and
inside astrocytes occur due to electrical migration ( j f ) and diffusion ( jd ). Neuronal activity is
represented as an external input to the ECS. Enhanced neuronal input to a specific region of the
ECS (e.g. the region 0 < x < l/10 in the figure) will evoke spatial buffering processes in the system.
c A set of equations that summarizes the electrodiffusive formalism. In equations containing the
symbol “±”, “+” should be used for intracellular domain (n = I ) and “−” should be used for the
extracellular domain (n = E). The formalism is general to the choice of jkM , representing system-
specific membrane mechanisms (ion pumps, ion channels, cotransporters, etc.), which will depend
on the case at hand. External input to the system must also be specified. The figure was modified
from Halnes et al. (2013)

14.3.1 Model Constituents

In computational neuroscience, the main focus has been on modelling the short-
term electrical signalling of neurons. Integration of synaptic input and generation
of action potentials typically take place on a timescale of less than 100ms. At this
short timescale, ionic concentrations of the main ionic charge carriers (Na+, K+
and Cl−) vary little. With the possible exception of the signalling molecule Ca2+
(see, e.g., Destexhe et al. 1996; Halnes et al. 2011), ion concentrations are typically
assumed to be constant during the simulated period or, at least, to vary so little that
they do not evoke notable diffusive currents. This is, for example, an underlying
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assumption in the cable equation (e.g. Rall 1977; Koch 1999), upon which most
multicompartmental neural models are built.

Contrarily, spatial K+ buffering by astrocytes typically takes place at the timescale
of seconds and must account for ion concentration changes. The dynamics of ion
concentrations will depend not only on transmembrane fluxes but also on intra- and
extracellular transports due to diffusion along concentration gradients and electrical
migration along voltage gradients (Chen and Nicholson 2000; Halnes et al. 2013;
Kofuji and Newman 2004). If ion concentration gradients become sufficiently steep,
the electrical currents associated with diffusion of charged ions can be of comparable
magnitude to the ohmic currents drivenby electrical fields andwill therefore influence
the electrodynamics of the system (Qian and Sejnowski 1989; Halnes et al. 2013).
An accurate description of long timescale processing in brain tissue thus calls for an
electrodiffusive formalism based on the Nernst–Planck equations.

In earlier, pioneering modelling works on astrocytic K+-buffering (Gardner-
Medwin 1983; Chen and Nicholson 2000; Odette and Newman 1988; Newman et al.
1993), the transient charge accumulation associated with the capacitive membrane
currentwas neglected. Due to this, themodelsmight be inaccurate in response to tran-
sient signals and do not guarantee a strictly consistent relationship between electrical
fields and ionic concentrations. Given that K+-buffering likely depends on an intri-
cate balance between diffusive and field-driven forces, this shortcoming inspired
us to develop a new model (Halnes et al. 2013), which we present below. A key
achievement of that work was the derivation of the general mathematical equations
for electrodiffusion in a two-domain set-up as that in Fig. 14.3b.

14.3.1.1 Kirchhoff–Nernst–Planck Framework

The challenge in solving the Nernst–Planck equations typically lies in how to com-
pute the local electrical potential v. Generally, v can be computed from Poisson’s
equations, as it is done in Poisson–Nernst–Planck solvers (Léonetti and Dubois-
Violette 1998; Lu et al. 2007; Lopreore et al. 2008; Nanninga et al. 2008; Pods
et al. 2013). However, to do this one must explicitly model charge relaxation pro-
cesses,whichdemands an extremelyfine spatiotemporal resolution (Mori et al. 2009).
This makes Poisson–Nernst–Planck solvers computationally expensive and unsuited
for predictions at a tissue level. For the K+-buffering model (Halnes et al. 2013),
we developed an alternative framework, which we may refer to as the Kirchhoff–
Nernst–Planck (KNP) framework. The KNP-framework is summarized in Fig. 14.3c
and briefly introduced below. Useful entities and parameter definitions are listed in
Table 14.1. For a full derivation of this formalism, the reader is referred to the original
work (Halnes et al. 2013).

The KNP-framework is a means of solving the continuity equations for the one-
dimensional model system in Fig. 14.3b, for the intracellular (n = I ) and ECS
(n = E) domains, for all ion species k with valence zk and concentration [k]n.
The longitudinal intra- and extracellular fluxes are described by the Nernst–Planck
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Table 14.1 Model parameters

Parameter Description Value Units

k (index) Ion species: K+, Na+ or Cl− – –

n (index) Domain: I (ICS) or E (ECS) – –

aI Astrocyte volume per total tissue volume 0.4 –

aE ECS volume per total tissue volume 0.2 –

OM Astrocyte membrane area per total tissue volume – m−1

l Length of astrocyte 300 µm

zk Valence of ion species k – –

[k]n Ion concentration of species k in domain n – mM

vM Membrane potential – mV

jkM Membrane flux density of species k – µmol/(m2s)

j fkn Axial flux density due to electrical migration – µmol/(m2s)

jdkn Axial flux density due to diffusion – µmol/(m2s)

jKir Transmembrane K+ flux density (Kir channel) – µmol/(m2s)

jNap Passive, transmembrane Na+ flux density – µmol/(m2s)

jClp Passive, transmembrane Cl− flux density – µmol/(m2s)

P Na+/K+ exchanger pump rate – µmol/(m2s)

rn Resistivity – �m

DK K+ diffusion constant 1.96 × 10−9 m2/s

DNa Na+ diffusion constant 1.33 × 10−9 m2/s

DCl Cl− diffusion constant 2.03 × 10−9 m2/s

λI Intracellular tortuosity 3.2 –

λE Extracellular tortuosity 1.6 –

CM Specific membrane capacitance 1 µF/cm2

�[k]n Deviance from baseline concentration – mM
a[K+]0E Baseline ECS K+-concentration 3.082 mM
a[K+]0I Baseline ICS K+-concentration 99. 059 mM
a[Na+]0E Baseline ECS Na+-concentration 144.622 mM
a[Na+]0I Baseline ICS Na+-concentration 15.189 mM
a[Cl−]0E Baseline ECS Cl−-concentration 133.71 mM
a[Cl−]0I Baseline ICS Cl−-concentration 5.145 mM
avM 0 Initial membrane potential −83.6 mV

kdec Decay factor for [K+]E 2.9 × 10−8 m/s

jin Constant input in input zone 7 × 10−8 mol/(m2s)
aInitial values correspond to the resting state of the model (static steady state in the case of no
external input). For the origin of the table values, see (Halnes et al. 2013)
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equation, i.e. jkn in Fig. 14.3c, where first term on the right represents the diffusive
flux density ( j dkn) and the last term is the flux density due to ionic migration in the
electrical field ( j fkn).

Instead of using Poisson’s equation to derive v, the KNP-framework derives the
voltage gradients (∂v/∂x in Fig. 14.3c) from the constraint that the sum of currents
into a compartment should always be zero (i.e. Kirchhoff’s current law). This zero-
sum includes longitudinal diffusive and field currents, transmembrane ionic currents
and transmembrane capacitive currents. The three first of these are ionic currents,
whereas the latter reflects the accumulation of charge on the astrocyte membrane.
Hence, in the KNP-framework, the total electrical charge in a compartment is always
consistent with the membrane charge associated with the membrane potential vM ,
whereas the bulk solution is always electroneutral (Halnes et al. 2013). This is typ-
ically true for the bulk solution in brain tissue at timescales larger than 1 nanosec-
ond (Grodzinsky 2011).

The KNP-framework has proven to be useful not only for modelling astrocytic
buffering processes (Halnes et al. 2013), but also other processes taking place in brain
tissue at long timescales (Halnes et al. 2016, 2017). A three dimensional version of
the KNP framework was recently developed (Solbrå et al. 2018).

14.3.1.2 Astrocyte Model

The KNP-framework (Fig. 14.3c) is general to the choice of membrane mechanisms
(reflected in the transmembrane flux density jkM ). In the modelling study in (Halnes
et al. 2013), the astrocyte possessed the standard passive transmembrane fluxes of
Na+ ( jNap) and Cl−( jClp), a passive K+ flux ( jKir) through the inward rectifying K+
channel and the fluxes through the Na+/K+-pump which exchanges 2 K+ (inwards)
for 3 Na+ ions (outwards). The transmembrane fluxes of K+, Na+ and Cl− were,
respectively

jKM = jKir − 2P (14.2)

jNaM = jNap + 3P (14.3)

jClM = jClp. (14.4)

The expressions for jKir , jNap, jClp depend on the reversal potentials and conductances
of the respective ion species, and the full expressions are given in the original work
(Halnes et al. 2013). Also for the Na+/K+-pump rate, P, we refer to the original work
for the full expression (Halnes et al. 2013).
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14.3.1.3 Simulation Set-up

Below, we will present some simulations that explore how astrocytes transfer K+
out from high-concentration regions. To induce such a high-concentration region, a
selected region of the ECS (the input zone 0 < x < l/10 as indicated in Fig. 14.3b)
was exposed to a constant influx ( jin) of K+ and a corresponding efflux of Na+. In
this way, the external input to the system was locally electroneutral, so that no net
charge was added to the system (otherwise, the electroneutrality constraint would
be violated). We assumed that this input signal reflected the effect of intense local
AP firing in the input zone, where neurons take up Na+ and expel K+ from/to
the ECS. Furthermore, we also implicitly included the effect of neuronal uptake
mechanisms, i.e. neurons that take up K+ and expel Na+ via exchanger pumps.
Unlike jin, these mechanisms were evenly distributed in the system, so that all points
in space 0 < x < l experienced a K+ concentration-dependent decay towards the
baseline ECS K+ concentration [K+]0E . The input function was given by:

j inK = − j inNa = jin − kdec([K+]E − [K+]0E). (14.5)

Here, jin is a constant input which was applied only in the input zone (0 < x < l/10)
and in a selected time window (100 s< t < 400 s). The decay term was applied at all
locations at all time. The decay factor (kdec) and input flux density ( jin) are defined
in Table 14.1.

The model was implemented in MATLAB, and the code is publicly available
at ModelDB (https://senselab.med.yale.edu/ModelDB/ShowModel.cshtml?model=
151945). We only included the dynamics of the main charge carriers (K+, Na+ and
Cl−), and the simulations were run with sealed-end boundary conditions (see Halnes
et al. 2013 for details).

14.3.2 A Mechanistic Understanding of the K+-Buffering
Process

Below,weaim togive amechanistic picture of theK+-bufferingprocess bypresenting
selected simulations from the original study (Halnes et al. 2013). We focus on map-
pingout the transport routes ofK+, fromentering to leaving the system, andon explor-
ing how this depends on electrical forces, diffusive forces and astrocytic uptake.

14.3.3 Ion Concentration Dynamics and Steady State

In Fig. 14.4, we see how the extracellular ion concentrations (panel A), the intra-
cellular ion concentrations (panel C) and vM (panel E) changed after the input was
turned on (at t = 100 s). It took the system roughly 30s to reach steady state, after
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Fig. 14.4 Dynamics and steady-state profiles for the astrocyte/ECS system. a, c, e Dynamics of
selected variables in a point (x = 0) in the input zone. The constant cation-exchange input was
applied to the ECS of the input (0 < x < l/10, l = 0.3 mm) zone from t = 100 s to t = 400 s.
During the input, ion concentrations in the ECS and ICS changed, but reached steady state after
about 10–50 s after stimulus onset. [K+]E (at x = 0) had then increased by about 7.7mM with
respect to the baseline value (a), while [K+]I had increased by about 12.5mM due to uptake by the
astrocyte (c). The astrocytic membrane potential had been depolarized to about −59mV at x = 0
(e). b, d, f Spatial profiles of selected variables at a time t = 400 s, when the system was in steady
state. Deviations from the baseline ionic concentrations and vM were smaller outside the input zone
and typically decreased with x. Far away from the input zone (x ∼ l = 0.3 mm), the conditions
were close to the baseline conditions (a–d). Ionic concentrations were represented in terms of
deviations from resting concentrations: �[k]n = [k]n − [k]0n for n = I ,E. For direct comparison
with ion concentrations, the charge density was represented as an equivalent concentration of unit
charges [e+] = [K+] + [Na+] + [Cl−]. The figure was modified from Halnes et al. (2013)

which the state variables remained at fixed values until the input was turned off (at
t = 400 s). For ion concentrations, deviances from basal concentrations are shown.
For example, �[K+]E was about 7.7 mM at steady state, corresponding to a con-
centration [K+]E � 10.8mM (as the baseline concentration was ∼3.1mM). This
value lies on the threshold between functional and pathological conditions (Chen
and Nicholson 2000; Newman et al. 1993; Hertz et al. 2013) and is thus likely to
represent a scenario where the K+ buffering process is of paramount importance.
Although the input was applied to the ECS of the input zone, �[K+]I � 12.5mM
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was larger than �[K+]E , reflecting the astrocyte’s propensity for local K+-uptake.
As has been also seen experimentally (Newman et al. 1987; Dietzel et al. 1989; Chen
and Nicholson 2000), the shifts in [K+]E coincided with a local depolarization of the
astrocytic membrane (panel E).

In the following, we focus on the spatial aspect of the buffering process and limit
the exploration towhen the system is in steady state (the time t =400 swas selected for
the steady-state situation). For all system variables, the deviation from the baseline
conditions was biggest in the input zone and generally decayed with increasing x
(Fig. 14.4b, d, f). Note that the properties of the system lead to a rearrangement of Cl−
in the system, although Cl−- (unlike K+ and Na+) was not added/subtracted to/from
the system. The gradients of both the ionic concentrations and electrical potential
were quite pronounced, and we may thus expect that both diffusive and electrical
forces contribute to transporting ions through the system (from entering to leaving).
This is explored further in the following section.

14.3.4 System Throughput During Steady State

Figure 14.5 shows all the ionic flows in the system during steady state. Due to the
input configuration (Eq. 14.5), there was a net external influx of K+ to the ECS in
the input zone (0 < x < l/10) and a net efflux of K+ at all points outside this region
(Fig. 14.5a). As all external input/output was an electroneutral cation exchange, Na+
and K+ had opposite input profiles (compare blue and green curves).

Our main interest was on how the astrocyte influences the route that K+ follows
through the system. Figure 14.5b shows how the transmembrane fluxes vary along
the x-axis. The transmembrane flux of K+ (dark blue) was much larger than for
Na+ (green) and Cl−- (magenta). By definition, the transmembrane flux is negative
for inward fluxes. According to Fig. 14.5b, there was thus a pronounced astrocytic
uptake of K+ in the high-concentration region and a release outside this region.

To complete the picture of the spatial buffering process, we must also look at the
intra- and extracellular fluxes of all ion species. To assess the relative roles of diffu-
sion and electricalmigration,wedistinguished betweenfieldfluxes,which essentially
reflect transports due to the extra- (Fig. 14.5c) and intracellular (Fig. 14.5d) voltage
gradients in the system, and diffusive fluxes along the extra- (Fig. 14.5e) and intracel-
lular (Fig. 14.5f) concentration gradients in the system. As expected, since the astro-
cyte absorbed K+ in the input zone and released it outside this region (Fig. 14.5b),
there was an intracellular longitudinal transport of K+ in the positive x-direction.
This transport was partly due to diffusion (Fig. 14.5f), as we could have predicted
from the intracellular concentration gradient that we saw in Fig. 14.4d. However,
due to the strong depolarization of the astrocyte in the input zone (Fig.14.4f), elec-
trical migration gave an even larger contribution to the intracellular transport of K+
(Fig. 14.5d).

K+ diffused in the positive x-direction also in the ECS (Fig. 14.5e). However, a
depolarization of the astrocyte corresponded to a decrease in the ECS potential (vm =
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Fig. 14.5 Ion transport in the astrocyte/ECS system at steady state. a Total flux densities into
system (input–output). b Transmembrane flux densities. c–f Longitudinal flux densities due to (c)
electrical migration in the ECS, d electrical migration in the ICS, e diffusion in the ECS and f
diffusion in the ICS. a–d To aid comparison, flux densities jkn were scaled by the relative area
fraction an (e.g. if aE jkE = aI jkI , I and E carry the same net flux of ion species k). For direct
comparison with ionic fluxes, the net electrical current was represented as a flux of positive unit
charges je+ = jK+ + jNa+ − jCl−. The input zone was in the region 0 < x < l/10. Units on the
y-axis are µmol/(m2s) in all panels. The figure was modified from Halnes et al. (2013)

vI − vE). Accordingly, the voltage gradient in the ECS drove K+ in the negative
x-direction (Fig. 14.5c). That is, diffusion and electrical migration had opposite
directions in the ECS. This finding predicts that the astrocyte not only provides an
additional and more effective domain for longitudinal K+-transport but even reduces
the net transport of K+ through the ECS, thus shielding the ECS from K+.

Figure 14.6 qualitatively summarizes the ionic flows through the system during
steady state. K+ entered the system in the ECS of the input zone, where a major
fraction of it crossed the membrane, was transported intracellularly in the positive
x-direction and was released to the ECS at higher x-values, from where it eventually
left the system (via neuronal uptake). Whereas the main transport route for K+ was
intracellular, the situation for Na+ was opposite. Na+ entered the system outside the
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Fig. 14.6 A flow chart of the ion transport in the astrocyte/ECS system at steady state. A flow
chart that qualitatively summarizes the essential information in Fig.14.5, showing the main trans-
port routes of K+ and Na+ during steady state (Cl−-excluded from the overview). K+ generally
entered the system in the input zone and left the system from some point along the astrocyte axis.
The transport route of K+ (from entering to leaving the system) was predominantly intracellular,
demonstrating the astrocyte’s efficiency as a spatial buffer. Na+ entered in the decay zone and left
from the input zone. Na+ transport predominantly took place in the ECS. The net electrical current
cycled in the system. The illustration is qualitative—longer arrows mean higher flux densities—but
the mapping from Fig. 14.5 to the flow chart is not quantitatively exact. The figure was modified
from Halnes et al. (2013)

input zone, was predominantly transported in the negative x-direction through the
ECS and left the system in the input zone (neuronal AP firing). The net Cl−-transport
was very small (flux densities due to diffusion and electrical migration cancelled each
others out) and is not included in Fig.14.6.

The simulations shownhere illustrate thatK+ buffering depends on a fine interplay
between electrical and diffusive transport processes and could thus not be reliably
simulated without a consistent electrodiffusive modelling scheme, such as the KNP-
framework. We conclude that astrocytes seem tailored for shielding the ECS from
excessK+. In the originalwork (Halnes et al. 2013),we also showed thatK+ clearance
from high concentration was much more efficient when astrocytes were present than
in the case of a correspondingly enlarged ECS, a hypothesis that had been posed
earlier, but not yet tested (Amedee et al. 1997).
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14.4 Microscale Water Flow

A striking difference between astrocytes and neurons is that astrocytes have water-
specific channels, aquaporin-4 (AQP4), embedded in themembrane. In the astrocytic
end-feet, i.e. the processes that reach out and collectively create a sheath around the
blood vessels and towards the pial surface, the AQP4 density has been reported to be
as high as 2400/µm2 (see Furman et al. 2003, Fig. 6). At the astrocytic membrane
facing neuropil, the AQP4 density is about a factor 20 lower (Enger et al. 2012),
but this is still dense compared to standard ion channel densities: in neurons the
sodium channel densities are estimated to be about 1/µm2 in the cell body and about
100–200/µm2 in the densest regions such as the axon hillock (Safronov et al. 1999).

Throughout the body, the lymphatic system removes excess fluid and waste from
the tissue, but there is no lymphatic system within neuropil, although lymph vessels
were recently discovered within the meningeal compartment (Louveau et al. 2015).
This lack of lymph system within the neuropil led Iliff et al. (2012) to suggest a
‘glymphatic pathway’ – the brain’s counterpart to a lymphatic pathway – between
the vasculature and the astrocyte end-feet, i.e. a flow of water through the interstitial
space directed from the periarterial space to the perivenous space (see Fig. 14.7e)
functions as a clearance mechanism for waste products such as amyloid beta. AQP4
deletion has shown to reduce clearance of amyloid beta by 65% (Iliff et al. 2012),
and thus AQP4 seems to play an important role in the ‘glymphatic system’.

The role of astrocytic AQP4 in potassium buffering is controversial (Haj-Yasein
et al. 2015; Zhang and Verkman 2008; Amiry-Moghaddam et al. 2003). Here, we
show how AQP4 can both stabilize the extracellular concentration of solutes and
possibly also induce a convective water flow. We also show that there is a possible
interplay between osmotic forces and water fluxes through AQP4 interactions, which
may be important for both potassium buffering and for the glymphatic system.

14.4.1 Transport Mechanisms

The osmotic pressure over the membrane is strong compared to typical hydrostatic
pressures (see Sect. 14.4.2). Upon osmotic changes, water flows through the high
density of AQP4 in the astrocyte membrane and reestablishes the osmotic balance
between theECSand the intracellular volumeof the astrocytes.Dependingon cortical
state, this may lead to swelling or shrinkage of the astrocytes. Xie et al. (2013) found
that during sleep the extracellular volume increases by about 60% and that this
increase in volume leads to a better clearance of amyloid beta due to an increased
convective flow through the ECS. Although osmosis may regulate the ECS volume
and thereby the convective flow, it is not clear whether osmosis is a driving force for
the flow itself. Cerebral arterial pulsation has, however, been demonstrated to be a
key driver for this flow (Iliff et al. 2013).
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Many aspects of the glymphatic system are not understood, and the concept itself
is still debated (Hladky and Barrand 2014; Smith et al. 2015; Thrane et al. 2015;
Holter et al. 2017). However, for water to be driven through the interstitial space,
from the periarterial to the perivenous space, either hydrostatic or osmotic pressure
gradients must act as driving forces. Note, however, that the osmotic pressure and the
hydrostatic pressure act very differently: the hydrostatic pressure may cause pressure
difference between any two extracellular (or intracellular) sites, whereas the osmotic
pressure acts over membranes.

If we assume an elevated hydrostatic pressure in the periarterial space compared
to the perivenous space, there will be a net hydrostatic pressure gradient over the
end-feet layers and through the interstitial space (see black arrows in Fig. 14.7e).
This may cause an extracellular flow, and the convection may serve as a clearance
mechanism for amyloid beta and other waste products.

In Fig. 14.7, we have calculated pressure gradients in the astrocyte/ECS model
presented in Sect. 14.3, using identical parameters and input conditions as there. The
changes in ionic concentrations inducedby the input (cf. Eq. 14.5)weremost dramatic
in the input zone. In Fig. 14.7b, the summed intracellular and ECS concentrations
are shown at different time points after the input was turned on. The concentration
shifts gave rise to a maximal, activity-induced change in osmolarity of more than
60 mOsm/L; i.e. the induced change in concentrations between the intracellular and
extracellular sites was more than 60 mM. The pressure shift was largest in the input
zone,where the shift in osmotic pressure across themembranewas about 1000mmHg
(see Fig. 14.7c, and see also Eq. 14.8 for the formula for osmotic pressure). Further,
the spatial extension of the cable leads to an osmotic gradient along the membrane.

We did not explicitly include water flow in the modelling framework, but the
observations in Fig. 14.7 allow us to make some qualitative predictions from the
pressure gradients. Firstly, from the osmotic pressure in the input zone, we would
predict a local influx of water, which would lead to astrocyte swelling (Østby et al.
2009). Secondly, depending on themembrane elasticity, a hydrostatic pressurewould
build up intracellularly and cause an intracellular water flow away from the input
zone. Figure 14.7e illustrates two different flow patterns that we would expect if
astrocytes were connected either to the arterial site (left) or to the venous site (right).
The high intracellular pressure would cause an intracellular water flux out from
the input zone (orange arrows), directed both towards the arterial site and towards
the venous site, depending on astrocyte density, their connections to the vasculature,
their respective AQP4 densities, etc. In Fig. 14.7e, black arrows indicate the expected
flow caused by arterial pulsation and pressure differences between the periarterial
and perivenous spaces.

As of now, it is still an open question whether K+ buffering evokes osmotic forces
strong enough to produce a convective flow of considerable magnitude. In general, it
is not clear whether the net extracellular convective flow is mainly driven by arterial
pulsation or by osmotic forces. Experiments show that both AQP4 and arterial pulsa-
tion are important for the glymphatic flow: for AQP4 deletion, clearance of amyloid
beta was reduced by 65% (Iliff et al. 2012), and Iliff et al. (2013) suggested that cere-
bral arterial pulsatility is a key driver of paravascular CSF influx into and through
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Fig. 14.7 Illustration of how the astrocyte machinery may generate an osmotic gradient following
neural activity and induce water flow into the astrocyte. The model shown in Fig. 14.3 is run
with default parameters. a Illustration of the electrodiffusion model, see Fig. 14.3 for details. At
time t = 100 s, the model is triggered by neural activity (decreased extracellular Na+ and increased
extracellularK+)within the input zone.bThe spatial distribution of net concentration of intracellular
(upper) and extracellular ions (lower), leading to change in osmotic pressure seen in c. The osmotic
pressure is here assumed to be zero in equilibrium. d The colour coding of (b) and (c) depicts time.
Input is given in red, bright red at the beginning of the input, darker towards the end, whereas times
after the 300 s input stimulus is turned off are shown in green. e An assumed system of two types
of astrocytes, one type approaching the arterial site, the other type approaching the venous site.
Red (left) is the arterial site, and blue (right) is the venous site. The end-feet, shown in green, cover
the vasculature and define perivascular spaces filled with water (light blue) along both arterioles
and venules. Osmotically induced flow pattern depicted with orange arrows, and the hypothesized
hydrostatic flow with black arrows. Note that the hydrostatic flow may go both through the end-feet
and through the tiny clefts between end-feet.
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the brain parenchyma. It is presently not possible to measure the small hydrostatic
pressure differences within the tiny astrocytic compartments. Thus, to understand the
role of osmotic forces in potassium buffering a tight interplay between experiments
and modelling is needed. This also applies to the glymphatic system and the ques-
tion of clearance of waste products. Future astrocyte models with spatial extension
should emphasize to incorporate not only electrodiffusion but also the convective
flow caused both by osmotic pressures and by hydrostatic pressure originating from
arterial pulsation or respiration. Such a complete modelling framework is not avail-
able yet, but below we assess some of the key ingredients that it will need.

14.4.2 Osmosis and Astrocyte Swelling

Above we showed some qualitative results of possible convective flows, both extra-
cellularly and intracellularly in astrocytes. Here, we will give quantitative estimates
of the strength of the osmotic forces, the water flow and the typical timescale for this
mechanism.

The lipid bilayer without AQP4 channels has a rather lowwater permeability com-
pared to the permeability of the astrocyte with a normal AQP4 density (Silberstein
2004). As an additional boosting effect, AQP4 is often arranged in so-called orthog-
onal arrays. These arrays may increase the collective permeability of AQP4 as much
as 10 times compared to the sum of the single-channel permeabilities (Silberstein
2004), and orthogonal arrays are especially prominent within the astrocyte end-feet.

The membrane permeability, which is determined by the density of AQP4, has a
direct impact on how fast the ECS volume can be regulated upon osmotic stress. In
Tong et al. (2012), the ECS osmolarity was manipulated, and small proteoliposomes
of diameter ~100 nm with AQP4 inserted into the membrane swelled until they
reached a new equilibrium. The swelling was fitted to exponential functions, and
the estimated time constants were as small as τ = 1/(120.5 s−1) ≈ 8.3 ms for cells
with high densities of AQP4. In contrast, in (Pangrsic et al. 2006) an astrocyte soma
of diameter 10 µm was shown to swell with a time constant of tens of seconds.
Size seems to matter, and a rapid swelling of astrocytes would serve to regulate the
ECSosmolarity, thereby stabilizing theECS environment and presumably preventing
osmotic pressure differences to cause swelling of neurons, as neurons do not have
AQP4 water channels and thus have a much longer time constant for water inflow.

Belowwe describe the basic formalism for osmotically induced swelling of astro-
cytes. Note that a similar formalism has been integrated with single compartment
models of ion dynamics (see, e.g., Østby et al. 2009; Øyehaug et al. 2012), but not
yet in spatially extended models.
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14.4.2.1 Basic Formalism for Osmotically Induced Volume Changes

Similarly to Ohm’s law for electricity, Darcy’s law defines the water flow Q as a
product of the permeability G tot and the pressure difference ��,

Q = G tot ��, (14.6)

where Q has units of m3/s, �� has units of Pa, and G tot has units of m3/Pa/s. We
use the symbol � for the water potential, since flow across a membrane is caused by
both hydrostatic and osmotic pressure differences over the membrane,

� = �p + ��. (14.7)

Here, �� is called the solute potential, and the hydrostatic pressure (the pressure
potential) is denoted �p. Differences in the solute potential over the membrane
correspond to the osmotic pressure. Both �� and �p have units of Pascal. Water
flows from a high water potential to a lower water potential, and the solute water
potential is defined to be zero for pure water and is negative for any solute.

If we assume ideal solutions with low concentrations of solutes, we can use the
Morse equation to compute the solute potential (Amiji and Sandmann 2002):

�� = iMRT . (14.8)

Here, i is the ionization factor (van’t Hoff factor), i.e. the ratio between the actual
concentration of particles produced when the substance is dissolved, and the con-
centration of a substance as calculated from its mass, R ≈ 8.3 J/(molK) is the gas
constant, T , here assumed to be 310 K, is the absolute temperature, and M is the
osmotic concentration of solutes measured in moles per cubic meter. Our solutes are
here assumed to be ions, thus i = 1.

If we combine Eqs. 14.6 and 14.8, assume the hydrostatic pressure �p to be
the same at both sides of the membrane, and notice that Q is the flow rate of the
extracellular volume Ve across the membrane and into the intracellular volume, i.e.
Q = dVe/dt, the volume dynamics is given by

dVe

dt
= −RTGA

(
Na

V − Ve
− Ne

Ve

)
. (14.9)

Here,Ne andNa are the number (moles) of extracellular and intracellular (astrocytic)
solutes, respectively, and V = Ve + Va is the sum of the ECS and astrocyte volumes.
Wehave expressed the totalmembrane permeabilityG tot fromEq. 14.6 asG tot = GA,
where G is the permeability per membrane area and A is total membrane area within
the volume V . If we assume the volume V and the number of ions Ne and Na to be
constants, a general solution can be written
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−tRTGA = NaVVe

(Na + Ne)2
− V 2

e

2(Na + Ne)
+ NaNeV 2 ln([Na + Ne]Ve − NeV )

(Na + Ne)3
+ C,

(14.10)

whereC is an integration constant. This expression cannot be converted into a simple
formula forV as a function of the time t, but for typical parameters (see Sect. 14.4.2.2)
we find that the logarithmic term dominates the right-hand side of the equality. Thus,
an approximate solution can be written on a simple functional form as

Ve

V
≈ C̃e−t/τ + Ñe, (14.11)

with the constant C̃ = V0/V − Ñe, where V0 is the initial extracellular volume and
Ñe = Ne/(Ne + Na) is the relative extracellular number fraction. The time constant
is given by

τ = NaNeV 2

(Ne + Na)3RTGA
= ÑaÑe

cRTGA/V
. (14.12)

In the last equality, we have used the relative number fractions Ñe and Ña = Na/(Ne +
Na), and c is the net concentration of solutes within V , i.e. c = (Ne + Na)/V . From
the expression, we find that the time constant is inversely proportional to the volume
density A/V of AQP4.

14.4.2.2 Experimentally Extracted Parameters

Based on experimentally measured quantities, we will in this subsection estimate
typical transmembrane water flow and the time constant τ , derived in Eq. 14.12, for
astrocytes. The most important parameters are found in Table 14.2.

Estimates of the AQP4 water channel permeability are typically based on osmotic
permeability experiments relating the concentration difference �M (in units of
mol/m3) of impermeable molecules between two sides of a cell membrane, to the
molar flux Qm of water through the membrane,

Pf,cell = Qm/�M . (14.13)

The molar flux Qm can be estimated from cell swelling measurements. Further, the
single-channel AQP4 permeability or the permeability per unit area can be estimated
by additional electron microscopy of the density of AQP4 channels within the mem-
brane (Tong et al. 2012). If we assume the hydrostatic pressure �p to be the same at
both sides of the membrane, the correspondence between reported osmotic perme-
ability per unit area Pf and the permeability per unit area G = G tot/A, where A is the
membrane area, is found by substituting Eqs. 14.8 and 14.13 into Eq. 14.6. This gives
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Table 14.2 Model parameters, Sect. 14.4

Parameter Descrption Value Units

Ña Fraction of intracellular
ions

0.55 –

Ñe Fraction of extracellular
ions

0.45 –

c Net solute concentration
c = (Na + Ne)/V

300 mOsm/L

R Gas constant 8.314 kPa·L/K/mol

T Absolute temperature 310 K

Pf Osmotic permeability
per unit area

0.01 cm/s

G Water permeability per
unit area

7.0 × 10−13 m3/Pa/s

�M Concentration difference
of solutes

60 mM

Mw Molarity of water 55.5 M

Qm Molar flux – mol/s

Q Transmembrane water
flow

– m3/s

A/V Area to volume fraction 20 µm2/µm3

G = Pf/(RTMw), (14.14)

withMw = Qm/Q denoting the molarity of water.
The permeability per unit area G was used in Eq. 14.10 to relate the volumetric

flow rateQ = dVe/dt through themembrane to the osmotic pressure difference, and it
was shown that its value is inversely proportional to the time constant τ ; seeEq. 14.12.
Based on data for the relative density of AQP4 in end-feet vs. the membrane facing
neuropil (Enger et al. 2012), as well as estimates for both Pf (Silberstein 2004; Jung
et al. 1994) and single-channel permeability (Tong et al. 2012; Hashido et al. 2007),
we use Pf = 0.01 cm/s to arrive at a numerical value for the time constant τ .

The total neuronal membrane area is estimated to be 25,000 m2 for human (Bear
et al. 2001, p. 97), and the brain volume is about 1350 cm3. This leads to a membrane
area to volume density of 18.5/µm. A similar density can be found for mouse. We
assume a default value for the volume density of astrocytic membrane area to be
similar to the volume density of neuronal membrane area, i.e. A/V = 20/µm.

We further assume increased osmotic pressure equivalent to 1000 mmHg within
a cube of sides 100 µm. According to our assumptions, this volume will contain
Am = 2 · 107 µm2 of membrane area. The osmotic pressure corresponds to a con-
centration difference of less than 60 mOsm/L between the inside and the outside of
the membrane, cf. Eq. 14.8. The net rate of water influx to the astrocytes within the
volume is then
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Q = GAm�� = 0.002mm3/s. (14.15)

This initial influx rate corresponds to twice the total volume V per second, and for
a standard extracellular volume fraction of 20% it corresponds to a net influx rate of
10 times the ECS volume per second. However, as water moves from the ECS to the
intracellular space, the osmotic pressurewill be reduced according to Eq. 14.10. If we
assume both the ECS and the astrocytic volume fraction to be 20%of the total volume
(Hertz et al. 2006), the astrocytic osmolarity to be 330 mOsm/L and the extracellular
osmolarity to be 270 mOsm/L, the system will, according to Eqs. 14.11 and 14.12,
reach equilibriumwhen the extracellular volume fraction is 18% and the intracellular
is 22%, and the time constant will be τ = 9.2 ms. This is in good agreement with
experimental results from Tong et al. (2012), and is a consequence of the high area
to volume density of astrocytic membrane area within the brain.

These simple considerations show that the osmotic response to neural activity is
fast and the transmembrane influx rate of water may be substantial within a given
volume of tissue, although single astrocyte somas swell substantially slower when
located in an extracellular solution with constant extracellular osmolarity (Pangrsic
et al. 2006).

14.5 Macroscale Fluid Flow Through Brain Tissue

Fluid flow through the central nervous system is inherently of a multiscale character
and thus amenable to a multitude of modelling approaches; for a recent review in
the context of biomechanics, see, e.g., (Goriely et al. 2015). At the macroscale, that
is, at the whole-brain scale, three distinctive approaches to the continuum modelling
of fluid and solute flow through the brain tissue are: (i) single or multiple-network
poroelasticity theory, (ii) direct modelling and coupling of the interstitial tissue flow
with free flow (Darcy–Stokes flow) (Baber et al. 2012) and (iii) coupling the micro-
circulation (vasculature) with the tissue itself via one-dimensional networks (Darcy
flow with embedded Navier–Stokes flow) (Cattaneo and Zunino 2013). Of these, the
first approach has gained momentum for the biomechanical modelling of fluid flow
through brain tissue and also through the spinal cord; see e.g., (Goriely et al. 2015)
and references therein.

These single- and multiple-network poroelasticity theories originally originate
from geoscience (Biot 1941; Bai et al. 1993), but have been proposed to model the
flow and exchange of fluid through biological tissue in general and the brain in par-
ticular (Tully and Ventikos 2011). The theory is based on modelling the tissue as
a solid matrix permeated by interconnecting multiple pathways or networks where
each network is characterized by its porosity. For instance, Vardakis et al. (2013)
consider a model incorporating the intracellular space permeated by four networks
corresponding to the arteries, the arterioles/capillaries, the veins and the extracellular
space, respectively. In the case of a single fluid network (here, the extracellular space)
and under the assumptions of linear tissue elasticity, isotropy and incompressibility,
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the general multiple-network poroelasticity model reduces to the well-known Biot
equations (Biot 1941). In addition, to modelling the flow of interstitial fluid through
the tissue itself, computational models typically also need to account for the interplay
with the cerebrospinal fluid flow in the subarachnoid spaces and ventricles as illus-
trated for example by Rutkowska et al. (2012); Støverud et al. (2013) and Vardakis
et al. (2013).

Themultiple-networkporoelasticity equations, in the absence of local body forces,
sources or sinks, and inertial terms, and assuming incompressible fluid networks for
the sake of simpler presentation, take the form (Tully and Ventikos 2011): find the
spatially and temporally varying tissue deformation u and the pressures pa for each
network a = 1, . . . ,A such that

− ∇ · σ(u) +
∑

a

∇pa = 0, (14.16)

where σ is the stress tensor, for instance given by Hooke’s law under the assumptions
of linearly deformatting elastic tissue, and for each a = 1, . . . ,A:

∇ · u̇ − ∇ · (Ga∇pa) =
∑

b�=a

sb→a. (14.17)

In Eq. 14.17, Ga = κa/µa where κa is the permeability and µa the viscosity of
network a. The exchange coefficients sb→a govern the rate of transfer from network
b to network a and are subject to modelling. The fluid velocity in network a is defined
in terms of the network pressure pa by:

va = −Gaφa
−1∇pa, (14.18)

where φa is the porosity or volume fraction of network a which, note, may or may
not be spatially varying.

The multiple-network poroelasticity framework is attractive in that it allows for
specific incarnations, at different levels of complexity, and modelling fluid flow
in, e.g., the different compartments of the ‘glymphatic system’. Variations in the
extracellular and astrocytic volume fractions, cf. Sect. 14.4.2, are naturally modelled
via the network porosities, while microscale water flow and AQP4 densities, as
discussed in Sect. 14.4, govern the dynamics of the exchange coefficients.

14.6 Concluding Remarks

The recent years have seen the launching of several ambitious large-scale projects
aiming to link the different scales in the brain, frommolecules to systems. Prominent
examples are EUs Human Brain Project, the US BRAIN Initiative and Project Mind-
Scope at Allen Institute of Brain Sciences (Kandel et al. 2013). Here, computational
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neuroscience will play a key role in integrating neurobiological data, storing current
knowledge and testing hypotheses by means of a set of interconnected mathemati-
cal models together bridging the different scales. The main focus of these projects
is to understand the information processing in the brain, and a central goal is to
link processing and spiking activity at the single-neuron level to systems level mea-
sures of neural activity such as the local field potential (LFP) (Einevoll et al. 2013),
electroencephalography (EEG) (Nunez andSrinivasan 2006) ormagnetoencephalog-
raphy (MEG) (Hämäläinen et al. 1993).

In these projects, the astrocytes will be secondary to the neurons as their main
role is likely to be of a homeostatic nature, i.e. to provide the neurons with stable
environments for their information processing (but see other chapters in the present
volume). An example is the presently discussed role of astrocytes in providing spatial
K+ buffering to maintain low concentrations of potassium in the ECS and avoid
pathological neuronal firing.

Another multiscale brain project is to try to link neural activity to macroscopic
fluid flow. Here, astrocytes will likely be at centre stage as their ion concentration
dynamics appear to provide a key connection to fluid flow via osmotic effects. In
the present chapter, we have outlined some elements that we believe will be of key
importance for this multiscale approach: In Sect. 14.2, we discussed how neuronal
and astrocytic dynamics are linked via ions in ECS; in Sect. 14.3, we described
the recently introduced Kirchhoff–Nernst–Planck (KNP) scheme for modelling ion
dynamics in astrocytes (and brain tissue in general); in Sect. 14.4, we described how
astrocytes may regulate microscopic liquid flow by osmotic effects; in Sect. 14.5, we
finally discussed how such microscopic flow can be linked to whole-brain macro-
scopic flow.

A long-term ultimate goal would be to make joint multiscale, multimodal models
for brain tissue including both information processing by spikes, liquid flow, hemo-
dynamic activity and metabolic activity (Devor et al. 2012). Such models could not
only represent invaluable mathematical ‘microscopes’ for exploring brain function
but also, and hopefully, become important tools for understanding brain pathologies
and suggest new treatments.
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